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FROM THE PRESIDENT

Whilst we all aspire to “ be” in the present, there
is still value in a little reflection on what has
passed to expand our understanding as well as
helping us remember to celebrate our successes.
Looking back at 2018, well …
Events create collective unity in both the
organising and the celebrating:

The Regional Centre for Culture 2018 was such a
well-run, embracing initiative by Creative Victoria
– it was wonderful to see the youth CNH Clunes
Pool Circus feature on their touring itinerary and
CNH included as an important part of the creative
infrastructure of Clunes.
We were invited to take a lead role in Hepburn
Health’s Family Day as they recognised our reach
in the community, our commitment to health and
well-being and of course, the ability of our team
to organise and market such events well. They
were delighted at the number of attendees and
we were delighted to welcome new residents and
put smiles on so many faces with the
entertainment and delicious food.

We were honoured to host representatives from
Creswick & District Community Bank at our Open
Day and official opening of the Art Factory in Nov.
Though the weather affected numbers, it was a
lovely afternoon of music, games and
multicultural dance. People were able to tour our
premises and learn more about our vision and
programs.
Christmas in Clunes is a highlight for so many in
our Shire – we love how it brings a buzz to the
town – supporting our wonderful local traders
whilst also giving everyone an excuse to get into
the street to have a chat, dance and song – a great
antidote to the commercialisation of the season.
The street parade was bigger than ever this year
and it is great to see this old Clunes tradition
revived.
The CoM are proud that our programming is
diverse and responsive to the current needs,
wants and passions of our local residents – we are
willing to try new things and change tack when
required to keep things interesting and relevant.
Off the top of my head I was able to list over 20
regular programs that CNH auspiced or ran over
2018 – making every day an “event”! The number
of program participants, members and volunteers
have grown and diversified so we are assured that
the community is “feeling it” too.
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Placemaking - jointly creating community spaces
that promote connection, happiness and wellbeing:
The CNH premises at 70 Bailey St are really
becoming “home”. With co-operation from our
landlords the Bottle Museum and our talented
workers, we have been able to configure the CNH
hub/office more effectively to better welcome
our visitors.
Listening to local residents, our volunteers have
built a more accessible community garden space
at 70 Bailey St, dutifully keeping it watered and
loved.
The lunchroom has become a wonderfully
valuable blank canvas for us – a community space
that is used in a number of ways – meetings, craft,
co-working space, play, learning, music, classes,
performances, celebrations and socialising.
The big change to the landscape of course is the
Art Factory – artistically crafted by local sculptor
Tom Ripon, these transformed containers are
now well utilised work spaces for some of our
maker programs and local artists.

We’ve taken a collaborative approach to
revitalising the premises and it’s great to see the
CNH facilities used in innovative and inclusive
ways. The great news is more enhancements are
in the pipeline – do pop in!!
Gratitude: “Happiness doubled by wonder”
– G.K Chesterton
So, looking back over 2018, we’ve really achieved a
lot and my heart is filled with so much gratitude
for the amazing supporters of the CNH vision of
“A Community Actively Caring for People and
Place” who have made all this happen:
Personally, and on behalf of the CoM, I gratefully
acknowledge the many talents, the resilience and
true caring of our Manager Lana de Kort. They
say “A smooth sea never made a good sailor” and
navigating the inevitable challenges of delivering
our community’s hopes with such limited
resources, she has not only proved herself a great
captain time and time again, but also somewhat of
an explorer, a diplomat and trailblazer. Lana –
thank you - may you sustain that passion
infinitum.
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Supporting Lana, I thank each of our tireless
volunteers. CNH has a whopping 34 people in our
volunteer program, to me it’s our most important
and far reaching program in building collective
efficacy. To those volunteers who run our many
programs, shared ideas, maintain/beautify our
premises, ensure compliance and best practice,
put steps in place for continuous improvement,
welcome and communicate with our community,
feed our neighbours, make the hard decisions,
organise celebrations and events locally – you are
all so stellar and all your efforts are seen and
appreciated. Neighbourhood Houses are
essentially about people and YOU are the humble
heroes who make the many achievements of CNH
possible.
I would particularly like to express my personal
thanks to a few CoM volunteers - Vaughan for his
solid support as VP – stepping in/up just when
the time was right and asking good questions;
Fiona for lightening the load on our Manager in
doing the detailed prep for bookkeeper input;
Tom for his skill and passion for placemaking and
a giving fresh perspective to the group; and
Siobahn for championing the Safe & Supportive
Community concept and bringing such
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enthusiasm and clarity in direction for the CoM in
this arena.
Once again in 2018 we’ve had very generous
support from Hepburn Shire – from Mayor Don
Henderson, our wonderful local Councillor Neil
Newitt through to the Sustainability Officer Dom
Murphy, maintenance teams and our local
Warehouse manager Bree Milgate - we thank you
so much for your encouragement and material
resources to achieve positive, grass roots change
through the Clunes Neighbourhood House. Of
particular note the seed funding for Civic Kids – a
pilot focusing on good citizenship, leadership and
governance; funding the solution to our “thermal
stress” at CNH using sustainable energy; welcome
event funding and support of our Open House
dinner program.
Wesley College @ Clunes and Hepburn Health
have also continued to be good support to the
CNH providing us with expertise, loan of
equipment, fundraising opportunities and letters
of support. The list of local and nearby
businesses (such as RACV Goldfields Resort) who
help us in countless ways endless - and detailed
further in the Treasurer's Report.
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Art and culture are powerful agents for selfawareness, personal growth, social engagement,
inclusion and collective unity – it aids with place
making and communication in non-traditional
ways. Our deepest thanks go to the amazing
organisations who have supported us in our
ground work in the Arts:
The Creswick & District Community Bank is a
fantastic organisation committed to local growth
and we are so thankful for their sponsorship of
the Art Factory development and we look forward
to an ongoing relationship igniting more arts lead
community development initiatives – watch this
space for exciting art news!
Creative Victoria, like CNH, are committed to
positive social impact and their funding of our
locally imagined “Art Attack” concept puts us on
the cusp of a new breakthrough with youth
activity. We are honoured by and full of gratitude
for Creative Victoria’s two year funding
commitment. We have already seen community
mural making, the overwhelmingly popular social
circus and I see there is a plethora of guest artist
workshops planned to open up the world of youth
in Clunes. My personal 2018 CNH highlight was
witnessing how Christie and Luke of Art Attack
approached community engagement to get input

from our local youth in genuine and innovative
ways – always earnestly caring, as are their
teaching methods. With this sort of leadership,
Art Attack will certainly achieve their vision of a
legacy of hope, aspiration and connections for
local youth and by the looks of it, ignite the fire of
creativity in all ages. My hope too is that the
future CoM employ and expand these creative
models for effective engagement and
communication with our community.
As I step down from three years in the role of
CNH President, freeing headspace to focus on my
family and other personal interests,
I reflect on what an awesome and unique
community I’m fortunate to be part of; how far
we’ve come with regards the social capital being
built through CNH initiatives; and how the future
is panning out for a more vibrant and caring
culture. It's been a transformative three years at
Clunes Neighbourhood House both physically and
culturally, and I am delighted and satisfied to be
able to pass to the new CoM the this exciting,
(much better, though never perfectly) organised,
inclusive and responsive organisation. I know you
will oversee CNH with vision and wisdom.
As Robert Brault said “Enjoy the little things, for
one day you may look back and realize they were
the big things”. I urge every resident here in
Clunes to treasure and really make use of this
jewel of an Neighbourhood House – Participate in
the many programs it offers, Volunteer your skills
and Celebrate the diversity in our town with your
neighbours … What a difference you will make!
Sujeeva Henadhira
President

2018 Committee: President - Sujeeva Henadhira, Vice President - Vaughan Brown, Treasurer Fiona Patton, Secretary - Ken Hull, Committee Members - Tom Ripon, Siobhan Altham, Kira
Annear, Lois Nichols
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FROM THE MANAGER
When I began my career in the community sector
place making wasn’t a concept that was often
discussed. Coined in the 70’s the idea of
transforming spaces by nurturing sociability, uses
and activities, access and linkages, and comfort
and image; took a few generations to take hold.
Today it’s a concept that’s common place in urban
settings, and is becoming increasingly
mainstream in regional or rural areas.
When I first started at Clunes Neighbourhood
House nearly five years ago, place making was
already an inherent part of the organisation.
Through my discussions with the committee it
was very clear that what they were asking me to
do was focus first on the Neighbourhood (or
place), with the understanding that what the
House needed would naturally follow. It’s proved
to be a wise approach.
In 2018 Clunes Neighbourhood House celebrated
many milestones; both within our Neighbourhood
and at the House. Many of these milestones are
more than evident, such as the launch of the
Community Bank Art Factory or our landmark Art
Attack collaboration with Asking for Trouble.
Others are more subtle, but critical to our
success.
In 2018 each week we have 34 volunteers working
with us both operationally and strategically. The
talents, time and humour of these people make

our activities possible, but importantly, provide
vital links for us to other parts of our community.
In a networked age where relationships are both
real and virtual, having strong connections with
others is integral to good community. This year,
with our volunteers and other community
stakeholders we’ve begun to explore the
relationships we’ve built; formally in the context
of safe and supportive environments particularly
in relation to children, and less formally, through
pilot projects like Civic Kids or collaborations
such as the involvement of the Clunes Football
and Netball Club helping us decorate the town for
Christmas in Clunes.
Investing in these connections is an important
part of thinking about the long term in all that we
do (2018 – 2021 Vision to Action: Goal 3).
Looking far into the future (through our Futures
Dreaming activities this year thanks to the time
and mentorship of macro-historian and futurist
Dr Mike McAllum) is something we are just
beginning to explore. It makes me wonder if the
seeds we are creating now, through our placebased approach, will be visible in years to come?
The more people we work with across our
neighbourhood, the more improvements we
create here at the ‘house’, the more likely I think
that answer will be a yes
– and for that I say “Thanks!”.
Lana de Kort
Manager

The Project for Public Spaces was founded in 1975 and has
worked with more than 3000 communities in 47 different
countries nurturing place using this simple model.
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MENS SHED REPORT

CLUNES MEN’S SHED: a safe and friendly place
for men to meet in a workshop setting.

CMS is a diverse group of men who share a
common need to be in the company of other men,
where they can shed-potter as much, or as little,
as they so wish. Regular social connection in an
emotionally safe setting (where you can just be
yourself), is all they seek. Shed attendances have
stabilised at about 15 men, which is probably just
the right number to comfortably fit around the
dining table.
We open Mondays and Wednesdays 10am- 12.30
pm. Not everyone stays the whole time; some just
drop in on their way somewhere else. Either way,
they have chosen to turn up, and catch up with
their friends to find out what is happening around
town. A helpful collegiate culture has developed –
a place where a helping hand, or in-depth
technical knowledge can be found. And as we all
know, there are always several ‘right’ ways to do
almost everything!
This year we acquitted several important grant
projects:
Acciona Energy (the owners of Waubra
Windfarm) kindly provided money to insulate the
shed with reflective foil-board. We have installed
ceiling and wall insulation with a large air gap
between the metal sheeting of the roof and walls,
and the rigid foil-board. This product reflects
heat back outside, and with the large air gap, the
rigid foam boards reduce heat transfer into the
shed on hot days, and then keep heat in, on cold
days.
With funds from the Commonwealth Department
of Health (via the National Men’s Shed
Development Fund), we lined the shed with pine
lining boards. The final result looks warm and
inviting. Not quite Mawson’s Hut - but it certainly
has that look. We have displayed many old tools
up on the walls, and these reinforce our
workshop ethos. We now have a comfortable and
homely shed that is more like a craftsman’s studio
than just a tin shed.

We also received funding from the Victorian
Department of Health and Human Services, to
convert our tram into a quiet area where
conversations can take place without the buzzsaw! This will involve extending power and water,
internal fit-out, roof protection, external painting,
permanent foundations, and a deck with a
disabled access ramp. We will integrate the tram
with the existing shed and community garden.
Thanks again to the Christchurch Tramway, who
donated and moved the tram to our site at no
cost to us.
Another funded event was our Scarecrow Project,
which put a float into the CNH Xmas Parade.
It was a big hit with everyone. There will be more
scarecrow themed events to follow next year.
CMS continues to play an important welfare role
in the lives of its members. Many are single men,
(some without families), who are otherwise living
rather isolated lives. We try to keep an eye out
for each other, and then point any member in
need of assistance in the right direction.
We have much to complete in the next year, and
it should be full of enjoyable activity.
Vaughan Brown
Clunes Men’s Shed Coordinator
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ART ATTACK
We are thrilled to partner with Clunes based
circus/physical theatre company Asking for
Trouble to bring Art Attack to the Clunes
community. This is one of nine game changing
projects funded by the Victorian Government to
tackle significant social change through art and
creativity.
Art Attack is a two year youth program blending
regular circus activities with outreach activities
from visiting artists, as well as developmental field
trips across the state. Art Attack will culminate in
a public art event in Clunes,
co-designed by local young people.

“In our experience one of the most important impacts this kind of project can make is to give young
people a chance to redefine themselves and the way their community see’s them.” - Ms Christy Flaws,
Artistic Director and one half of the Asking for Trouble duo.
Art Attack is auspiced by Clunes Neighbourhood House, ensuring that the resources and
relationships that evolve out of this project are embedded into the Clunes community.
“Our hope is that by placing Asking for Trouble right in the heart of our neighbourhood, the kids they
work with will tap into the broader community networks that we support as a Neighbourhood
House,” said Ms Lana de Kort, Manager, Clunes Neighbourhood House.
“This funding will allow us to deliver an exciting and incredibly fun program for young people in a
way that is sustainable, creating a wide range of artistic interventions often, in the most unexpected
and everyday places,” added Christy.

Art Attack gives us an opportunity to listen and
respond to young people’s voices, while building a
connection to community. We will provide a
space for them to develop confidence, trust and
resilience to tackle some of the mental wellbeing
issues kids face.
Art Attack is the beginning of a sustainable
arts/community collaboration that meets kid’s
needs, and inspires them as they grow older.
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FROM THE TREASURER
2018 was a milestone year for Clunes
Neighbourhood House, and my second as
Treasurer. The work we undertook in 2017 by
engaging a book keeper, transitioning to Zero as
our bookkeeping system, increasing our use of
digital systems, tightening our cash management
practices and using our reporting to help mature
our management and budgetary practices proved
invaluable in 2018. In partnership with
www.askingfortrouble.com.au – a locally based,
and internationally recognised, physical theatre
troupe - Clunes Neighbourhood House (as an
auspicing body) has secured a 2 year youth based
arts project funded by the State Government* up
to $232,000 over 2 years. In 2018 this project
received two funding instalments totalling
$200,000 (GST exclusive) with the majority of
funds retained for expenditure in 2019 and
beyond. By tightening our financial practices the
previous year, management of such a significant
project has been well supported.

Understanding and continually reviewing the real
costs of our activities means that our committee
is well placed to set objectives and know how to
resource those. As a Neighbourhood House we
are fortunate to have core funding, but with an
eye to long term growth, it is evident that we will
need to continue to build evidence of our good
practices and innovative thinking in order to
generate profit to underpin our organisational
aspirations. I have no doubt that we have the
foundations and the team to do that.
Fiona Patton
Treasurer

*Funded by the Victorian State Government through Creative
Victoria’s Future Makers of Change Initiative in partnership
with Regional Development Victoria

FINANCIAL SUMMARY TABLE

,
$174,495.89**
* $200,783.27 of Total Revenue is an Auspice Project – Art Attack (2 year funded project)
** $173,433.32 of net profit is Art Attack’s

IN 2018 WE'VE BEEN SUPPORTED BY
Department of Health and Human Services, Creative Victoria, Regional Development Victoria,
Hepburn Shire Council, Hepburn Health, The Creswick & District Community Bank, Royal Flying
Doctor Service, The Good Foundation, RACV Goldfields Resort, Regional Centre for Culture,
PeoplePLUS, Matchworks, Clunes Primary School, Wesley College, Clunes IGA, Creative Clunes,
Clunes Tourist & Development Association, Long View Farm & Meats, Quigley & Clarke, The
Warehouse - Clunes, Widow Twankeys, The Clunes Greener Grocer, The National Hotel, Bread &
Circus, O'Hara's Bakery and AAG Property Group.
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Profit & Loss

Balance Sheet

Clunes Neighbourhood House Inc
For the year ended 31 December 2018

Clunes Neighbourhood House Inc
For the year ended 31 December 2018

ABN: 14 982 753 940
70 Bailey Street, Clunes. 3370. Tel: 03 53454078
Email: co-ordinator@clunesnh.org

